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Interdependent Values I

Thus far, we have been discussing private independent values. That is, each bidder i has
private information vi regarding their value for item i.

However, in many settings, the valuations may be correlated between buyers, depend on
one another’s information, or even be common.

The Interdependent Values Model [2]. Each bidder has a private signal si that is a piece
of information about the item. Each buyer has a public valuation function vi(s1, · · · , sn)
that dictates how the buyer aggregates the information into a value for the item.

Example: Common values [4]: The average of estimates vi(s1, . . . , sn) = 1
n

∑
i si ∀i, or the

wallet game vi(s1, . . . , sn) =
∑

i si ∀i.

Optimal Social Welfare

Mechanisms. How can we maximize social welfare in this setting, optimally? What does
a mechanism even look like?

• Report:

• Calculate:

• Allocate to:

Incentive Compatibility. What conditions are necessary for maximizing social welfare
optimally to be incentive-compatible? What definition of incentive-compatible are we going
for?

DSIC? Why or why not?

Next best we can hope for is:

In this context that means:

Definition 1. Truth-telling is said to be [ ] if, for every bidder i, for every
possible realization of the other bidders’ signals s−i, and given that other bidders report
their signals truthfully, then it is in bidder i’s best interest to report their true signal.

Myerson in IDV. What is the analogue of Myerson’s Lemma in the interdependent setting?



Theorem 1 (Myerson Analogue [3]). Environment:

(a) An allocation rule x is [ ] if and only if

(b) If x is [ ], then there is a unique payment rule such that the sealed-bid mech-
anism (x,p) is [ ].

(c) The payment rule in is given by:

pi(s) = xi(s)vi(s)−
∫ vi(si,s−i)

vi(0,s−i)

xi(v
−1
i (t | s−i), s−i)dt

− [xi(0, s−i)vi(0, s−i)− pi(0, s−i)] ;

pi(0, s−i) ≤ xi(0, s−i)vi(0, s−i).

What allocation will maximize social welfare?

Payments. What are the payments?

Truthfulness. Is this mechanism EPIC? When might it not be?

Assumptions. What assumption could we place on the class of valuations to ensure that
the mechanism is always EPIC?

Beyond Single-Crossing [1]

What happens when we don’t have single-crossing? Can we at least guarantee some approx-
imation to social welfare?



Example. [Impossibility for deterministic prior-free mechanisms without SC.]

Example. [Impossibility result for randomized mechanisms without SC.]

A Restricted Class. Optimal welfare is not attainable for general valuations. For what
natural restricted class of valuations can we achieve some α-approximation to optimal social
welfare for every profile of signals s (prior-free) with an EPIC mechanism?
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